LEATHER
GLOVE

SELECTOR GUIDE
www.pipcanada.ca

PIP® is very diligent about the grades of hides that it specifies
and offers for its numerous styles of leather gloves used in multiple
general handling applications. Further to this, we pay strict attention
to all aspects of the cut and sew construction. PIP® has over 60
quality control personnel for on-site inspection. We believe this
makes all the difference for a consistent product and peace of mind.

Leather Hides
Cowhide
- Best heat protection
- Good abrasion resistance
- Good durability
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- Greatest breathability
- Pliable in wet conditions
- Best abrasion resistance
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* These scores are for grain cowhide. Split cowhide has slightly lower leather flexibility and cost.

Goatskin
- High flexibility and dexterity
- Good abrasion resistance
- Soft and supple
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Leather Grades
PIP® classifies its leathers into five
grades, with Premium Grade being the
top-of-the-line with little to no flaws or
marks on the hide. As you move down
the leather grades, you may begin to see
more exterior imperfections on the leather
appearance, which is common in all leather
hides causing less durability and wear time.

- Most comfortable
- High flexibility and dexterity
- Great insulation

LEATHER FLEXIBILITY
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Premium Grade
TOP QUALITY

Superior Grade
CHOICE QUALITY

Regular Grade
COMPETITIVE QUALITY

Economy Grade
COMPETITIVE QUALITY

Industry Grade
ECONOMICAL QUALITY

Additional Design Options to Consider
LEATHER TYPE

Split
Less expensive and holds
up better to heat

CUFF TYPE

Grain
Better quality, comfort,
dexterity and durability

Slip-On
Provides good fit
and comfort

THUMB TYPE

Keystone
- Most ergonomic option
- Increases range of motion
and reduces hand fatigue

Safety
Helps protect the
wrist and allows
for fast removal

Wing
- Most durable option
- Increases comfort in
open-handed work

Gauntlet
Offers added
forearm protection
and allows for
fast removal

Straight
- Most economical option
- Increases comfort in
closed-fisted work

Knit Wrist
Helps prevent dirt
and debris from
entering the glove
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